
 

Notes of the meeting held on Thursday 9th January 2020, 
8.00pm at Jonathan and Sally’s, no.59 

Present: Anna, Alfred, Jessica, Sam, Ali, Paul, Mary, Sally (chair), Jonathan (notes) 

1 Apologies 

Bob, Vickie, Mike, Mireille, Gordon, Barbara, Mick, Philippa, Jean 

2 Finance 

The current balance (bank and cash) is £341.26 with no outgoings anticipated soon – the costs of 

insurance and the Christmas drinks party have already been covered. 

3 Events review 

 Winter Windows: a good initiative that had worked well with about 20 participating 
households. Sally to write to John Monach to express our thanks. 

Action: Sally 

 Carol singing: good to have several younger children participating. Thanks to Jessica for 
coordinating and leading it. Maybe we need more “child-friendly” songs in the booklet? 
(Jingle Bells,…) 

 Christmas drinks: a very pleasant and successful event. Thanks to all those who organized it. 
We need to retrieve the glasses which are probably still with Mary McKnight [note after the 
meeting: Sam now has collected the glasses so they are all stored together at No.56] 

4 Chair for 2020 

Sam has kindly offered to chair this year and there being no other nominations his offer was 

gratefully accepted. Sally as outgoing chair will send letters of thanks to Mary McKnight and John 

Monach. 

Action: Sally 

5 Media Madness, Sunday 9th Feb 2020 at No.59 

We need flyers soon (Jonathan to print by Friday 17th Jan, Mary and Anna to distribute soon after), 

based on last year’s but mentioning board games. Paul and Sam offered to clear away surplus 

material on Monday 11th Feb. Sally and Jonathan will need to borrow urn, large teapot and large 

cafetière(s). Mary will support making and serving drinks. 

Action: Jonathan, Mary, Anna 

6 Green Balloon Day, 16th May 2020 

As previously decided, we will do a more modest version in alternate years of which this year is one. 

Ali made the case for a road closure: it’s comparatively easy to do, and is a big benefit for children, 

simply creating a space for people to move and play freely. We could perhaps do a slow bicycle race 

or the like, and the usual tea/coffee/cakes could be in the middle of the road to create a “street 

café” atmosphere. Ali mentioned a neighbourhood in Bristol where the road is closed quite 

frequently (monthly?). We should keep the closure to a small section of road to reduce the risk of 

objections and inconvenience. Sam suggested we might ask families with young children if they want 

to organize anything specific, but maybe that’s too much work. 



The meeting supported these proposals, which can be discussed in more detail at the next meeting. 

Ali will approach the Council to set up a road closure, asking for a bigger closure than we will actually 

use so that we have some flexibility. 

Action: Ali 

7 Garden Party, 6th September 

At this stage it is only necessary to identify a venue. Mary will ask John and Margaret Leighfield 

(no.91) in the first instance. As we discovered in 2018, it is not essential to have a very large garden. 

8 New activities 

Sam outlined his suggestion for an annual meeting, AGM-style, to try to draw out people we don’t 

often see and to solicit input about what our neighbours would like VRG to do. An interesting 

speaker would be a “lure” to encourage people to attend, with a talk of about 40 minutes followed 

by a forum discussion. Bringing in a wider group helps with recruitment and succession planning. W 

could aim to promote this event as part of our Green Balloon Day programme. There was some 

discussion of timing for such a meeting, noting that those with young children might find it difficult 

to attend. We will explore the choice of speaker outside the meeting, noting that Seven Roads talks 

attract an audience of about 80 from the wider community so it might be difficult to get enough to 

attend. There were various suggestions for a theme for the meeting/talk, with support for ideas 

based on the history of the road. 

Action: all to consider possible speaker/topic 

Sam also proposed a front gardens competition, inspired by an event organized in his sister’s SW 

London neighbourhood. It would need to be fairly serious in character, and would take place in 

alternate years to avoid clashing with Seven Roads open gardens; it should therefore take place this 

year. We decided to try to go ahead with this, announcing it in March with judging in the week 

ending 13th June and a culminating event of some kind (with prizegiving) that same weekend. Mary 

will coordinate, with Sally supporting. 

Action: Mary 

Sally had tried to run Clean Sweep Sunday in 2019 but was defeated by poor weather. We would 

like to try this again and suggest 18th October, to be arranged later in the year. 

9 Seven Roads dates (for information) 

It was noted that the Seven Roads group will hold talks on 15th March and 5th April, Safari Supper on 

1st May, and the summer weekend on 27th-28th June. 

10 New neighbour packs 

Needed for numbers 29 and 75 imminently, and 18 and 72 over the coming months. 

Action: Jonathan 

11 Date of next meeting 

Saturday 14th March 2020, 11.00am at Sam and Ali’s (no.56) with the main business being Green 

Balloon Day planning. We will try to alternate our meetings this year between Saturday mornings 

and Sunday/Monday evenings. 

The meeting concluded at 9.30pm. 


